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Neurodivergent lens on public transport

Lucinda Miller asks the same questions any follower of universal design and inclusive
practice asks. "Who are our built environments planned for?" Disability access standards are
framed around people with physical and sensory disabilities. But what about people with
invisible disabilities? Miller puts a neurodivergent lens on public transport and challenges the
way policies are 'decorated' with the language of …

Read The Post

Accessible Gold Coast Guide

Creating a visitor guide highlighting accessible accommodation, attractions and events is a
challenging task. The accessible Gold Coast guide has all the essential elements for visitors
looking for accessible places and experiences. It's a good example of what an access guide
should contain. The guide is comprehensive and covers just about everything anyone would
want to do as a visitor. …

Read The Post

Continuous footways for pedestrians
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The design of driveways and their impact on footways is often forgotten in street design.
That's because not many people realise that crossing over roadways at side streets to
continue a journey is part of a footway. Consequently, the design of continuous footways has
a role to play in creating walkable neighbourhoods. Living Streets is a UK based charity
focused …
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Dementia + Urban Planning

Dementia is a medical diagnosis that needs consideration beyond that of health care. Living
with dementia is just that - living. Urban planning has a significant role to play in supporting
people with dementia to maintain an active life in their neighbourhood. Samantha Biglieri's
magazine article on dementia and planning provides some useful advice. Around two thirds
of the population …
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Older adults, colour and design

Population ageing and the design of the built environment are receiving more attention. As
with many aspects of inclusive design, it's the small details that make a difference. Colour
and colour contrast is one of those details for older adults. Visual perception changes for
many people as they grow older. So what colours and contrasts are most helpful? Two
researchers …

Read The Post

Theme park rides: thrills, spills and inclusion

Theme park rides often have rules about who can ride based on body size, health conditions
and ability. But these rules are sometimes needlessly excluding. Ride manufacturers produce
a manual for the park owners with very broad references to disability. These rules are set with
the idea of protecting riders. But are these needed? With enough information most people
would …
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Livable Housing Design course
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This short course is tailor-made for professionals in the housing and home mods sectors
seeking an understanding of the NCC requirements for Livable Housing Design Standard. It
delves into the technical details of both the new standard and the enhanced standard. The
enhanced standard, similar to the Gold level of Livable Housing Design Guidelines, is good
for anyone doing home modifications, or thinking about it. Newsletter readers can get a $20
discount. Use the coupon code NWS20 at the checkout.

CUDA presents this course under licence from the Australian Building Codes Board.

Register now

Introduction to Universal Design - a free online course

CUDA's online course, Introduction to Universal Design, is free and available now. Sign up to
access the course here. A certificate of completion is available on completion of the final
questionnaire! The topics covered are in three modules: Module one is about what universal
design covers, who it's for, and different definitions of universal design. Module two discusses
diversity and stereotypes, and module three is about applying universal design.

Sign up now!

Conferences and calls for papers

Save the date: 30 May 2024, Brisbane. CUDA's half day symposium: Connecting People
and Places with universal design: Queensland leading the way.

Save the date: Australian Assistive Technology Conference 2024, 6-8 November, Gold
Coast. Theme: Sun, Sea & AT: The rising tide of innovation and inclusive technology. Hosted
by ARATA.

Save the date: UD2024 will be held in Oslo, Norway, 20-22 November 2024. The title is,
“Universal Design: Shaping a Sustainable, Equitable and Resilient Future!”

See post for more conferences and calls for papers.

Read The Post

Generic Universal Design Position Statement

CUDA has devised a generic document to help organisations develop their own universal
design policy or statement. The CUDA Universal Design Position Statement covers all the
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basics in a straightforward way. At the end of the document, organisations can insert links to
their own policy documents that relate to the position statement. There's a one page plain
language version too.

Read The Post
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